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for analysis and decision making for the “logistics-agglomeration”; system in the framework of
the digital economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan» (2018–2020).
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Abstract. In the semantico-syntactic analysis of great importance is understand-
ing of its formal structure. For this, in the text it is necessary to distinguish units
of lexical meaning and designate the types of relations between them. The depen-
dency tree is an indispensable tool for parsing sentences and determination of
hierarchical relationships between the main components in it. In this work, an
algorithm for constructing a dependency tree for sentences in the Kazakh lan-
guage using the filter method is proposed. The dependency tree was created on
the basis of the spinning tree from the oriented graph constructed according to the
rules of syntactic relationship in the Kazakh language.

Keywords: Dependency tree · Dependency grammar · Corpus linguistics ·
Syntactic structure · Phrase structure rule

1 Introduction

When studying syntax which is an integral part of grammar, the main subject of research
is the syntactical structure of the language. The syntactical structure is a set of system
rules and laws of composing sentences. In its turn, a sentence is a single language unit
organized according to grammatical rules in a particular language which is the main
means of expressing thoughts, messages. Sentences are characterized by the follow-
ing features: expressiveness, predicate relation, intonation consisting of separate words,
word combinations [1–3]. In the research of the speech syntax in general linguistics,
special attention is paid the sentence structure in the approach of a predicative construc-
tion which is a formal structure of a sentence. In this work, the authors consider the
syntactical structure of a sentence for the description of which dependency trees were
chosen as a basis. Let us consider this concept in more detail.

To present a formal structure in language, with a loose word order and case mark-
ing, a syntax of dependency trees is used [4]. A dependency tree is the most graphic and
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wide spread method of representing the syntactical structure of a sentence. Formalism of
dependency trees presupposes construction of a graph of syntactic relationships between
the words of a sentence. However, this graph, unlike the graph of a model tree of direct
components, is not hierarchical [5]. The graph which serves as a basis for formalism
of dependency trees must meet the following requirements: the graph has directed rela-
tionships between the sentence words - from the principal word to the dependent one;
each word has only one parent; The graph does not contain cycles, syntax relations may
be named termed but it is optional.

In this case, a sentence is presented as a linearly ordered set of elements (derivations
forms) in which one can create an oriented tree with nodes from the elements of this set.
Each rib connecting a pair of nodes indicates a subordinate relation between the main
(subordinating) and dependent (subordinate) word corresponding to the direction of this
rib.

Algorithms for creation of dependency trees are usually made up using the rules
based on the strategy “it…,then…”. These rules allow realizing a free logic concept
mechanism, therefore they are widely used when representing knowledge in expert
systems.

At present, two main methods of constructing a dependency tree based on the rules
the method of fulcrums and the method of filters are used. The method of fulcrums [6]
is used to search for the so-called fulcrums, i.e. the roots of syntax trees or some key
supporting words according to the established rules. The filter method [7, 8] is based on
the extraction of all possible phrases while applying the rules of syntactic relations after
which a filter is used to the obtained structure (an oriented graph). It should be noted
that the dependency tree like structures are a dispensable tool in solving the problems
of syntactic analysts, machine translation, removal of homonymy, formal presentation
of a speech construction [9–12]. The aim of this research is to develop an algorithm of
building a dependency tree for sentences in the Kazakh language using the filter method.
The dependency treewas created on the basis of the spinning tree from the oriented graph
constructed according to the rules of syntactic relationships in theKazakh language. This
work is continuation of the authors investigations in the field of NLP for the Kazakh
language [13, 14].

2 The Main Types of Syntactic Relationships of Words in Phrases
for the Kazakh Language

According [15], there are 5 main types of syntactical connection of the words in the
phrases in Kazakh language (see Fig. 1):

• Kiyisu – negotiation
• Menggeru – domination
• Matasu – subordination
• Kabysu – adjunction
• Zhanasu – convergence

Kiyisu (negotiation). In the Kazakh language, this type of connection is mostly used
to connect subject and predicate. Kiyisu is the interconnection of subject and predicate
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Fig. 1. Scheme of sentence and relations between the words.

in the level of person and plurality. In the word combination the subject initial and the
predicative is narrative. Therefore, predicative would be the same form as subject. For
example: Men keldim, sen aittyn, biz erten baramyz. The personal endings help words
connect in the meaning of numeric meanings, and grammatical representation [16].

Mengeru (domination). Menggeru is the one of the main types of syntactical con-
nection of the word phrases in which words are divided into initial and narrative. In this
type of connection the form of the narrative depends on the ending of the initial word.
But there is a big difference between kiyisu and menggeru. The interconnection of the
initial word in the phrase with the narrative part in the level of case ending is menggeru.
For example:Kalammen zhazdy, dapterge zhazdy, kokzhiekten koterildi.Narrative words
with the case endings mostly are object or the object of preposition in the sentence.

Matasu (subordination).One of the forms of syntactic connection ofwords ismatasu.
It comes among the determined combinations of words, pronounced on 1 side (usually
3rd party) connection. For example: Kunnin zhyluy, agamnyn balasy, ertennin isi.

Kabysu (adjunction). The interconnection of the words in the phrase without any
ending is called kabysu.Most conjugated words do not change the word order. A number
of adjacent words change their place in the sentence and are removed from the words
under which they obey. Such remote communication is subject to contact. It is not
allowed togive otherwords between related combinations.At the same time, the syntactic
relations of word combinations are changing. Adjacent phrases are words defined by the
directory, worked out refined, supplemented. The first word, the connecting link, is the
noun, the adjective, the demonstrative pronouns, the verbs, the adverbs, the adverbs
of the verbs, the leader, and the second is the noun or verb. For example: Adal adam,
zhauapty tulga, beibit el, aitylgan soz.

Zhanasu (convergence). The interconnection of the initial word and the narrative
word without any ending despite its position in the sentence is called zhanasu. In this
type of connection, the words can be objects of the preposition objects of the preposition.
They are used in such samples below:
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Table 1. Morphological features of the types of syntactic connection

Kind of syntactic connection Phrase structure rules Morphological features of syntactic connection

Kiyisu negotiation <SP>–<VP> The connection of words using personal and plural
endings

Matasu subordination <N>–<SP> The connection of the word in the genitive case and
the word with the possessive ending
<word + genitive case>
<word + possessive ending>
<word > < word + possessive ending>
<verb + participle + genitive case>
<word + possessive ending>

Menggeru domination <OP>–<VP> The connection of words using the endings of the
cases except the genitive
<word + accusative case ending><verb>
<word + dative case ending><verb>
<word + instrumental case ending><verb>
<word + locative case ending><verb>
<word + nominative case ending><verb>

Kabysu adjunction <ADJ>–<SP>
<ADJ>–<OP>

The connection of words without any postpositions
only due to word order. Usually no other words
between them.
<noun><noun>
<adjective><noun>
<numeral><noun>
<locative><noun>
<noun + dative case ending><participle>
<noun + accusative/locative/nominative/
instrumental case ending><participle>
<adverb><noun/adjective/numeral/pronoun>

Zhanasu convergence <ADV>–<VP> The connection of words without any postpositions.
Basically, the combination of adverb and verb is
formed by participation
< adverb><verb>
< participle><verb>

Here SP – subject predicative phrase structure, a description/qualification of the sub-ject.
Adjectival or nominal;
OP – object predicative phrase structure, a description/qualification of the direct ob-ject. Adjectival
or nominal;
VP – verb phrase structure;
N–noun;NUM–numeral;ADJ–adjective;ADV–adverb;CONN–conjunction;AUX–auxiliary
verb.

– Objects of time adverbs.
– Objects with the case endings.
– Objects of preposition.

For example: Biyl bitirdi, erten keledi, aptyga soiledi.
At present, syntactic dependencies in word combinations for the Kazakh language

are determined according to the main rules using phrase structure elements (Table 1)
to describe a given languages syntax and are closely associated with the early stages of
transformational grammar proposed by Noam Chomsky [17].
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Phrasal structures of the Kazakh language can take the following forms:

<SP>::=<N>|<ADJ><SP>|<NUM><SP>|<N><SP>|<SP><CONN><SP>
<OP>::=<N>|<ADJ<OP>|<NUM><OP>|<OP><CONN><OP>
<VP>::=<VP>|<AUX><VP>|<ADV><VP>

3 Construction Dependency Trees for Simple Sentences
of the Kazakh Language

The dependency grammar deals with taxanomic units. All relationships in the depen-
dency grammar are considered subordinate. Analysis of syntactic relationships in word
combinations and simple sentences in the Kazakh language is presented in [18]. The
author notes that in the Kazakh language the arrangement of tokens in a sentence obeys
a strict law.

The process of a dependency tree construction consists of several stages (see Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. The process of constructing a dependency tree.

For example: Korshiles turgyndar gimarattyn tobesinde ornalaskan agashtan zhasal-
gan kyzyl shatyry ortengenin anyktady. Figure 3 shows the dependency tree of this
sentence, the vertices are tokens with their indices in the sentence.

A linear order of words in the tree is not reblected and one and the same tree may
correspond to several orders. However, the ratio of syntactic dependencies and the order
of words is not arbitrary. One to the property of sentences in a natural language- their
projectivity was discovered [19]. A sentence is called projective if all dependency arrows
are drawn on one side of the line on which the sentence is written and:

• none of the arrows crosses any other arrow,
• none of the arrows covers the root node (the principle of not projectivity is also
preserved for the word order in phrases).
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Fig. 3. An example of a constructed dependency tree.

Example 1.
Korshiles (0) turgyndar (1) gimarattyn (2) tobesinde (3) ornalaskan (4) agashtan (5)
zhasalgan (6) kyzyl (7) shatyry (8) ortengenin (9) anyktady (10).
Phrase model of the sentence: <SP><OP><VP> (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Phrasal model of the sentence indicating the direction of syntactic connection for example
1.

Example 2.
Gimarattyn (0) tobesinde (1) ornalaskan (2) agashtan (3) zhasalgan (4) kyzyl(5) shatyry
(6) ortengenin (7) korshiles (8) turgyndar (9) anyktady (10).
Phrase model of the sentence: <OP><SP><VP> (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Phrasal model of the sentence indicating the direction of syntactic connection for example
2.

The property of projectivity may be used in problems of automatic detection of
syntactic relationships. It allows avoiding the detection of false relationships.Besides, the
property of syntactic relationships. The conditions of projectivity and poor projectivity
allow predicting the relationships between words or exclude impossible relationships
[20].

There are two approaches to construction of a dependency tree: via building a spin-
ning tree and using the formal model of Backus [21]. In the work, the approach of
building a spinning tree was used.

4 The Algorithm of Building a Spinning Tree

The spinning tree is a tree covering all vertices of graph G<V,E>, where V – vertices
of the graph a set of tokens in the sentence, E – ribs of the graph, and indicating the
dependency between word combinations. The authors of [22] shows the method of
obtaining the spinning tree from the oriented graph as well as obtaining several spinning
trees from one graph. This multiplicity is due to the fact that the path to some vertices
of the graph can be constructed in several ways.

The spinning tree algorithm [23]:

1) from graph G, we choose vertex u1 which can become a tree forming an inner graph,
for example, let us suppose that i = 1 (usually the main pair of word combinations
forming the relationships is chosen);

2) if i = n(G), the found spinning tree. In the other case, we pass to step 3;
3) let us suppose that graph Gi covering vertices u1, u2, … ui is created which will be

an inner graph of G where 1≤ i≤ n−1. Then adding a new vertex ui+1 ∈V adjacent
to the vertex ui of the graph Gi, create the graph Gi+1, thus adding an edge {ui+1, ui}.
In addition, Gi+1 is a tree, since the graph Gi did not cover the cycle. We perform i:
= i + 1 and continue further, that is, go to step 2.

Dependency search rules:

1. Search for relationships kosymsha: identify all words adjacent to the prepositions;
2. To search for relations kiyisu: determine the root of the tree - theword at the beginning

of the sentence, the verb;
3. Perform a kabysu relationship search;
4. Perform a matasu relationship search;
5. Perform a zhanasu relationship search.
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5 Experiment Results

In the constructed adjacency matrix, the rows and columns corespondent to the words
in a sentence. The value of matrix element aij equal to 0 indicates the absence of a
syntactic relationships between the word and the ith word and jth word in which ith word
a principal. The value of matrix element aij which is not equal to 0 indicates the fact that
the ith word is principal in the syntactic relationships with the jth word and the value of
aij, indicates the type of relationships (see Fig. 6):

Fig. 6. Adjacency matrix (on the left), types of syntactic connections (on the right).

The analyzer returns 4 types of spanning tree for the considered example 1 (see
Fig. 7):

Fig. 7. Spanning trees generated for example 1.

Variant 1 correspondents to the expected results: coincidence – 100%, variant2:
coincidence – 90%, variant 3: coincidence – 90%, variant 4: coincidence – 80%. The
shortcoming at the given moment in the system of presentation of syntactic structures
in the form of a dependency tree are:
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1. a strict requirement to consider each token (parenthesis, isolated part of a sentence,
idioms) as a separate element of a sentence. The cases of automatic representation
of relationships between the following components of a sentence: idioms, parenthe-
ses, verbose expressions are not considered. For example: Adam balasy garyshka
zhyyrmasynshy gasyrda ayak basti.

2. all relation in word combinations are considered as subordinate.

6 Conclusion

The work presents an algorithm for construction a dependency tree for sentences in
the Kazakh language using the filter method and the dependency tree is created on
the basis of the spinning tree from the oriented graph built according to the rules of
syntactic relationships in the Kazakh language. Dependency trees are an indispensable
tool in solution of the problems of syntactic analysis, machine translation, removal of
homonymy, formal representation of a speech construction. The authors will go on with
the investigations in this field including the task of detecting parenthetical words, isolated
parts of a sentence, idioms.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported in part under grant of Foundation of Min-
istry of Education and Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan BR05236340 – «Creation of
high-performance intelligent technologies for analysis and decision making for the “logistics-
agglomeration” system in the framework of the digital economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan»
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